In this paper, we treat the following problem: Given a stable Gani-type personflow model and assuming no negative recruitment, what recruitment distribution at the  n step is capable of generating a staff-mix that closely follows the desired structure?
INTRODUCTION
The setting we consider is a manpower system stratified into various categories (states), where negative recruitment is not allowed and a desired staff-mix (structure) is to be attained via a recruitment policy implemented at the n  step. We formulate a population-dynamic model consisting of aggregate-fractional flow balance equations within a discrete-time Markov chain framework for the system. We adopt the convention that:
tn  , {1, 2, } nZ    , is the  n step period starting from the initial period t .
The period is a discrete-time scale {0,1, 2, ,} T 
. We assume that the number of recruits into the multi-grade manpower system in period n t  is decided by the administrative authority of the system. We use the term "grade" to mean the status of an individual in a manpower system, and a "category" to mean the aggregation of grades. For example, in the university system, the grades, denoted as Our application is focused on the departments of a faculty in the University of Benin, Nigeria. The university system in Nigeria is regulated by the National Universities Commission (NUC). The commission provides guidelines for program evaluation in the university system. Among the guidelines is the academic staff-mix by rank. The staff-mix by rank is that the existing staff structure for academic staff should closely follow the structure 20:35:45 for Professors/Readers: Senior Lecturers: Lecturer I and below (excluding the position of Graduate Assistant), respectively [14] . We perform all computations in the MATLAB environment. The MATLAB program is our choice for this study because it is very flexible and well-suited for matrix-vector algebra, and it contains a library of predefined functions [2, 10] .
The Markov chain formulation is a common and attractive approach to modeling a k  graded manpower system [1, 4, 7, 13, 16] . The evolution of the manpower system is examined by studying either the structure,
or the relative structure, [8, 9, 11, 22] . Among the Markov chain formulations, the Gani-type model [7] has received considerable attention [1, 6, 17] . Specifically, the Gani-type person-flow model, where 20] , the attainability and maintainability of structures [15, 18, 21] and the size order of the state vector [12] .
Our study may be seen as an aspect of control in manpower systems. Davies [3] and Bartholomew et al. [1] had earlier provided control strategies for manpower systems. However, the possibility of obtaining negative entries in the recruitment distribution {} i r by the use of the strategies was not resolved. Instead, the negative entries were interpreted as either retrenchment or redundancy. In this study, we circumvent the possibility of obtaining negative entries in the recruitment distribution by redefining the distribution in such fashion that negative recruitment is not allowed. Thus, the trauma associated with negative recruitment is evaded.
METHODOLOGY

Let
S be a set with labels corresponding to any categorization of interest. For instance, in the NUC categorization, we have {1, 2,3} S  in an ascending order of categories, as: Lecturer I and below (excluding the position of Graduate Assistant), Senior Lecturers, Professors/Readers. A staff in the system can belong to only one of the categories in S . We use the notation D to represent an #( ) 1 S  vector of the desired staff-mix, where #( ) S is the cardinality of S . Data for graded manpower systems are normally available as stocks for each grade or flows between grades. We assume that the flows follow a natural order, i.e., promotion is from one grade to the next higher grade, no demotion and no double promotion. 
and The total stock of the system at period t is
We consider a stable Gani-type person-flow model wherein the total stock ( 1) Nt
We determine the stable growth rate 1   from historical data using the method proposed in Ekhosuehi and Osagiede [5] .
Let the current staff-mix for the system be
is the proportion of staff currently in category  . The evolution of the structure () t x at the next period is computed as () t P'x and the n  step evolution is   ()
, where e is a 1 #( ) S  vector with each component equal to one. This is because P is sub-stochastic and  eP' e . The shortfall,  e eP' , is due to wastage in the system. So, ()  e I P' is called the wastage vector, where I is an #( ) #( ) SS  identity matrix. The total wastage rate at the n  step is:
The theoretical underpinning of our method is based on the following formula [1, 7] : 
eρ
. We assume that recruitment is done to replace wastage and to achieve the stable growth rate at the n  step [15] so that, for
Thus, we obtain
The aggregate-fractional flow balance equations are obtained by setting ( 1) The relative structure of the system, after recruitment at the  n step is obtained as:
We use the Euclidean norm, t  , to measure the closeness between the desired structure and the augmented structure at period t , and then compare it to that of the initial structure. The norm n t
We provide a guided tour of the computational method by writing a computer program implementable in the MATLAB environment (see Appendix).
APPLICATION
We implement our procedure on a faculty academic staff structure [4] . The faculty consists of five departments, namely: Chemistry (CHM), Computer Science (CSC), Geology (GLY), Mathematics (MTH) and Physics (PHY). From the records, we obtain the following for each department: . An inspection of the transition matrices shows a high possibility of staying on in a category and consequently, a low progression rate between a category and the next higher category. None of the departmental staff-mix by rank is exact as the NUC specification. The monotone decreasing pattern from a category to the next higher category in the NUC staff-mix is not a feature of the staff-mix of CHM, GLY and MTH. The staff-mix of CHM is top-heavy, while that of CSC is bottom-heavy. It is almost uniform for GLY. PHY satisfies the NUC staff-mix in one category. We obtain the following results for each department for a 3  step period. 
